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Vibrational properties of Cu „100…-c„2Ã2…-Pd surface and subsurface alloys
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Using interaction potentials from the embedded-atom method we investigated the structural and vibrational
properties of a Cu(100)-c(232)-Pd surface alloy and an underlayerc(232) alloy with a mixed CuPd second
layer. The calculated surface phonon frequencies are in agreement with the experimental values obtained by
electron energy-loss spectroscopy. From the calculated local phonon densities of states we find that surface
effects are most pronounced in the first two layers for both systems studied. The results also indicate a very
strong Pd-Cu bonding accompanied by a weaker bonding of the Cu surface atoms to their nearest neighbors.
This has considerable influence on the surface phonon frequencies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Thin alloy films at surfaces are of great interest from bo
fundamental and technological points of view due to the
fect of alloying on the surface electronic structure, magne
properties, and catalytic activity which can be quite differe
from those of the corresponding bulk materials. For Cu~100!,
a number of metal adsorbates such as Au, Ag, Mg, and P
a coverage of;0.5 ML form surface alloys with ac(2
32) structure.1–10 One of the most extensively studie
metal-on-metal system is Pd/Cu~100!.1–7,10–14 Earlier low-
energy electron diffraction~LEED! measurements2,4 showed
that at room temperature the deposited Pd atoms interm
with the top substrate layer and at a coverage of;0.5 ML a
Cu(100)-c(232)-Pd surface alloy was formed rather th
an orderedc(232) overlayer. The structure of the mixe
CuPd surface layer was found to be almost planar with
atoms slightly rippled outwards.2 Experimental confirmation
of a surface alloy model was also obtained by photoemiss
experiments,2 a LEED study,5 and Rutherford-backscatterin
spectrometry.3 The alloying of Pd with the top layer of th
Cu~100! substrate was also supported theoretically
first-principles6 and semiempirical5,7 calculations. However
medium-energy ion scattering~MEIS! data5 suggest in quali-
tative agreement with low-energy ion scatteri
measurements12,14 that the surface structure is quite comp
cated with some fraction of the deposited Pd atoms locate
the subsurface. This conclusion is supported by b
thermal-desorption experiments5,11 and scanning tunneling
microscopy investigations13 which indicate that appreciabl
amounts of pure Cu are present at the surface together
domains of ac(232)-CuPd surface alloy. From a thermo
dynamical point of view a Cu-rich surface would be en
getically favorable due to the positive surface energy diff
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ence between Pd (2.05 J m22) and Cu (1.85 J m22).15 In
addition, the exothermic Pd-Cu interaction suggests that
energy of such a system can also be lowered by increa
the number of Pd-Cu bonds. To investigate the stability
the Cu(100)-c(232)-Pd surface Hannonet al.16 measured
the dispersion of vibrational modes at the surface along
ḠX̄ direction using electron energy-loss spectrosco
~EELS!. It was found that the room-temperature spectru
exhibited only one surface mode at theX̄ point. However,
upon annealing of the surface another high-frequency p
appears and then dominates the spectrum. The evolutio
the vibrational spectrum upon annealing shows that
changes occur even at very low temperatures that are
below 423 K at which Pd diffuses into the bulk.4 The mea-
sured mode frequencies were compared to the values f
slab calculations performed along theḠX̄ direction with pa-
rameters taken from effective-medium theory~EMT!. The
evaluations were carried out for a slab of seven layers w
the last three layers fixed at the bulk positions. Analysis
the EMT-derived force constants indicated the strong bo
ing of the Pd atoms to both in-plane and second-layer
neighbors which gave rise to nearly degenerate~the energy
difference is;0.83 meV) Pd and Cu vibrations at theX̄
point despite the large mass difference. In the experim
these modes were not individually resolved and the m
sured peak at 11.79 meV was attributed to the superpos
of the Cu and Pd modes. To identify the peak at 15.88 m
appearing upon annealing of the surface the authors ca
lated the vibrational spectrum for Cu overlayer islands on
of the surface alloy. The evaluated energy of Cu vibratio
normal to the surface was found to be significantly high
than that of the surface alloy and lower (;14.06 meV) than
that for the underlayer alloy at theX̄ point. Using this result
©2003 The American Physical Society13-1
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the high-frequency peak was attributed to vertical vibratio
of Cu in the Cu overlayer islands which are small at roo
temperature, but increase rapidly in size as the tempera
grows. On the other hand, a study of the thermal stability
the Pd/Cu~100! surface17 indicated the possibility of a
temperature-induced transition at 353 K from
Cu(100)-c(232)-Pd surface alloy to ac(232) underlayer
structure consisting of a CuPd mixed second layer cappe
a Cu monolayer. Later the kinetics and mechanism of
transition as well as the structure of the underlayer al
were examined by LEED.18

In this paper we present a full comparative study of
vibrational properties for the Cu~100! surface with one-layer
surface and subsurface CuPd alloys along all symmetry l
by using a thick-film model. We first examine the structu
characteristics and then extend our study to the vibration
gain information on metal-metal bonding in the alloy film
and to compare the calculated phonon spectra, local dens
of states, and force constants of a Cu~100!-Pd surface and
underlayerc(232) alloys.

II. CALCULATION METHOD

For calculations of the structural and dynamical proper
we use two-dimensional periodic slabs with surfaces perp
dicular to the@100# direction. The slab thickness of 30 laye
is found to be sufficient to effectively decouple the two o
posite slab surfaces. Increasing the number of layers doe
change substantially the results of the calculations. We
assume that the top layer of a Cu(100)-c(232)-Pd surface
alloy and the second layer of an underlayerc(232) alloy
have a mixed composition of 50% Cu and 50% Pd. A s
view of these two surface structures is shown in Fig. 1.

The calculations are performed using the embedded-a
method~EAM!.19,20We employ the version of Foileset al.20

to construct embedding functions and pair interaction pot
tials for Pd and Cu. The parameters of the model are de
mined empirically by fitting to the experimental data such
sublimation energy, the equilibrium lattice constant, elas
constants, vacancy-formation energy of the pure metals,
the heat of solution of a Cu-Pd alloy. The electron density
approximated by the superposition of atomic electron de
ties computed in this work within the local-densi
approximation.21,22 This method which provides many-bod
interaction potentials has been successfully applied to a
riety of bulk, surface, and interface problems of pure me
and alloys.20,23–30

III. CALCULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Cu„100…-c„2Ã2…-Pd surface alloy

To obtain the equilibrium structure we relaxed the surfa
alloy using a molecular-dynamics method. The Cu and
atoms were initially arranged above the fourfold sites of
relaxed Cu~100! substrate in ac(232) structure. Then the
atoms were allowed to move according to the calcula
forces until the equilibrium positions were achieved. Sin
the pure metals have substantially different lattice consta
@a(Cu)53.615 Å and a(Pd)53.89 Å] the system has a
04541
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rather large lattice mismatch of 7.8%. The results show t
the effect of Pd on the outermost interlayer spacings of
Cu~100! substrate is small. The Cu-Cu interlayer distan
was found to be close to the bulk one. It is only slight
contracted (d1251.1%, in percentage of the bulk interlaye
spacing! as in the case of the clean Cu~100! surface.31 While
the Cu surface atoms exhibit a small inward relaxation
Pd atoms~filled circles, Fig. 1! relax outward. This leads to a
small rippling of 0.025 Å (d1) within the outermost mixed
CuPd layer. This effect has to be attributed mainly to the s
difference between Cu and Pd because the semiempi
method used in this work does not account for changes in
electronic band structure upon Pd alloying. These results
in close agreement with the LEED intensity analysis2,5 which
showed that the structure of the Cu(100)-c(232)-Pd sur-
face was almost planar with the Pd atoms relaxed by 0.0
0.03 Å outward from the Cu sublattice. The first Cu-Cu i
terlayer distance (d12) was found to be nearly the same

FIG. 1. Side view of the Cu(100)-c(232)-Pd ~a! surface and
~b! underlayer alloys. Also shown are the structural parameters
3-2
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the bulk value.2 The MEIS data5 give slightly larger rippling
(d150.04–0.08 Å) than that obtained from LEED measu
ments assuming that the substrate does not relax. The va
of rippling calculated using the EMT~Ref. 16! and EAM
simulations5 are much larger in magnitude~0.11 Å and 0.12
Å!. But the calculations were performed for a seven- a
nine-layer slabs, respectively.

We have calculated the phonon spectrum along the h
symmetry directions of thec(232) cell ~Fig. 2! for a re-
laxed 30-layer Cu~100! slab with the mixed top layer of al
ternately arranged Pd and Cu atoms. Surface states
denoted by filled circles. The calculated surface mode
quencies at the symmetry points are summarized in Tab
We found four surface phonons outside the bulk. The t
lowest modes atX̄ are characterized by shear horizontal d
placements of both Cu and Pd in the top mixed layer. T

FIG. 2. Calculated phonon dispersion curves for t
Cu(100)-c(232)-Pd surface alloy. Surface states are indicated
filled circles.

TABLE I. Surface phonon frequencies~meV! at the symmetry
points. Atomic displacements are shown in brackets (Z—normal to
the surface;XY—within the surface plane!. The subscripts~1,2!
denote the layer numbers with maximum vibrational amplitude.

Surface alloy Underlayer alloy

Ḡ 16.38@Z1# 17.58@Z1#

22.38@Z2# 19.98@Z2#

22.33@(XY)1#

M̄ 10.51@Pd,Z1# 11.25@Cu(Z1),Pd(Z2)#

12.08@Cu,Z1# 12.37@Cu(Z1 ,Z2)#

X̄ 9.02@(XY)1# 7.78@(XY)1#

9.76@(XY)1# 11.08@(XY)1#

11.17@Pd,Z1# 11.62@Pd,(XY)2#

12.45@Cu,Z1# 12.49@Pd,(XY)2#

15.72@(XY)2# 15.51@Cu,Z1#

15.80@Cu,Z1#

25.97@(XY)1# 23.95@(XY)1#

26.30@(XY)1# 24.98@(XY)1#
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next two states atX̄ ~labeled as the Cu and Pd modes
Table I! and both modes below the bulk continuum atM̄
correspond to separate motions of the Pd or Cu atoms a
the surface normal. Note that these shear vertical sur
states are the only modes completely localized on Pd~Cu!
atoms in the top layer. The dispersion of these phon
shows substantial flattening near the zone boundary, so
can suggest that surface stress exists within the mixed la
similar to the case reported for Fe films on the Cu~100!
surface.32 For small wave vectors these Cu modes do
exist while the motion of the Pd atoms couples to the verti
vibrations of the Cu sublattice. Another surface state w
in-plane polarization is mainly localized in the second C
layer and has a frequency of 15.72 meV atX̄. Besides these
modes there are high-energy gap modes, which are mo
longitudinal and have a substantial weight in the top lay
Our results are comparable to those obtained by EMT ca
lations for a seven-layer slab16 which gave 11.87 meV and
12.7 meV for the Pd and Cu modes atX̄, respectively. In the

EELS experiment,16 focused on theGX̄ ~@110#! direction
which is not folded back by thec(232) cell of the surface
alloy, the room-temperature spectrum exhibits only one s
face mode atX̄ ~11.79 meV! which is lower in energy than
the experimental Rayleigh mode frequency for a cle
Cu~100! surface@13.4 meV~Refs. 33 and 34!# and is slightly
higher than the corresponding value for the Pd~100! surface
@11.17 meV~Ref. 35!#. In Ref. 16 the measured peak wa
related to the superposition of the Cu and Pd modes wh
cannot be resolved experimentally due to the small ene
difference between them.

Of considerable interest is the degree to which the fo
constants at the clean Cu~100! surface change upon forma
tion of the alloy. Analysis of the interatomic interaction
shows that the force constant between the Cu and Pd a
in the top layer~the nearest-neighbor surface atoms are
and Pd in this case! as well as the force constant for th
interaction Pd1-Cu2 ~the numbers indicate atomic layer!
along the surface normal are 60% and 40% larger in ma
tude, respectively, than the nearest-neighbor intralayer
interlayer force constants for the clean Cu~100! surface. On
the other hand, the force constant representing the interac
Cu1-Cu2 is softened by 6% compared to the clean surfa
value. Thus, we find a very strong Pd-Cu bonding accom
nied by weaker bonding of the Cu surface atoms to th
nearest neighbors in the layer below. In addition, the inter
tion between the Pd atoms in the top layer is found to
;25% smaller than that at the Pd~100! surface. These
changes in the force constants upon Pd alloying toge
with the mass difference between Cu and Pd atoms de
mine the shifts of surface mode frequencies in the pho
spectrum and the energy separation between the mo
While the larger atomic mass of Pd tends to soften the s
face phonons except for the Cu shear vertical mode
bonding at the surface tends to push them to higher energ
For the Cu and Pd modes the energy difference is decre
from 2.48 meV~the effect of the difference in mass! to 1.24
meV. The longitudinal gap modes shifted to higher energ
are located at the upper edge of the energy gap and

y
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result acquire a typical resonant character. This may be
reason why these modes were not measured by EELS16 It
should be noted that any of the calculated surface mo
does not correspond to the measured high-energy pea
15.88 meV which occurs as the Cu(100)-c(232)-Pd surface
is annealed.16

B. Cu„100…-c„2Ã2…-Pd underlayer alloy

Before calculating the phonon spectrum the atomic co
dinates of the layers were relaxed to the equilibrium po
tions as in the previous case. The main structural parame
to be determined are the first, second, and third interla
spacings (d12, d23, andd34, see Fig. 1!. While in the pre-
vious case the rippling effect is restricted to the surface C
layer, in the case of an underlayer alloy it occurs in t
second CuPd (d2) and fourth (d4) layers. The buckling in
the Cu top and third layers is ruled out by symmetry co
straints. The calculations show an expansion of both the
and the second Cu-Cu interlayer distances relative to
bulk unlike the case of a clean Cu~100! surface where the top
interplanar separation is contracted.27 The changes ared12
51.4% andd2352.8%. Our values are smaller than tho
obtained in Ref. 18 using tensor LEED analysis (d12
53.3% andd2356.6%), but the tendency is the same. T
change in the second Cu-Cu distance is larger than that in
first one due to the buckling effect. The deeper interla
spacings are very close to the bulk Cu. The rippling in
mixed CuPd layer where the Pd atoms move inwards fr
the surface and the rippling in the fourth layer where the
atoms located just below the second-layer Pd atoms m
upwards~see Fig. 1! are found to be small and do not diffe
substantially:d250.03 Å andd450.02 Å. Our results are in
reasonable agreement with the tensor LEED study of Ba
et al.,18 except for the magnitude of the rippling in the four
layer which is surprisingly large in Ref. 18 (d450.2
60.1 Å).

The calculated values of surface phonon frequencie
the symmetry points are summarized in Table I and the
persion curves along high-symmetry directions are show
Fig. 3. As in the previous case a group of modes is fou

FIG. 3. Calculated phonon-dispersion curves for t
Cu(100)-c(232)-Pd underlayer alloy. Surface states are shown
filled circles.
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below the bulk bands. However, atX̄ all of them are con-
nected with vibrations of atoms within the surface plane
contrast to the clean Cu~100! surface and the Cu(100)-c(2

32)-Pd surface alloy. The lower two states atX̄ correspond
to motion of the top-layer Cu atoms in the surface pla
along the two perpendicular directions. The calculation
force constants indicates that interactions between
nearest-neighbor Cu atoms in the surface layer are;7.6%
weaker than those at the clean Cu~100! surface. Concerning
the bonding between Pd and Cu atoms, it is quite simila
the previous case of the top CuPd alloy. The interlayer fo
constants coupling the Pd atoms to their first- or third-la
Cu nearest neighbors are 30%–50% larger than the b
ones. The Pd-Cu in-plane bonds are very strong, too.
magnitude of the corresponding force constant is increa
by ;60% relative to the bulk value. As in the previous ca
such an increase comes at the expense of the bonding
tween Cu atoms in the first three layers which is reduced
magnitude by;20% compared to the clean Cu~100! surface.
The deeper layers behave like those in the bulk. As a con
quence the frequency of the lowest surface state atX̄ is
shifted down. But the other mode connected with displa
ments of the Cu surface atoms towards their nearest-neig
Pd atoms in the second layer is shifted up and the ene
separation between these two modes becomes rather
~3.31 meV!. The next two modes atX̄ are characterized by
appreciable localization~up to 60%! at the Pd sublattice with
shear horizontal atomic vibrations. Despite of the stro
Cu-Pd bonding they peel off from the bottom of the bu
bands and lie outside the bulk continuum. The only surfa
states atX̄ connected with motion of atoms along the surfa
normal are localized in the top Cu layer and lie in the bu
band region at;15.72 meV. The shift of these modes
higher energies is mainly governed by the Cu-Pd for
which increase substantially.

To illustrate the changes in the phonon spectrum we h
calculated the local phonon densities of states~DOS! up to
the fourth layer. They are presented in Figs. 4 and 5 toge
with that for the central layer~dotted line!. As one can see
the layer DOS start to settle at the third layer where there
only small differences from the bulk DOS. The force co
stants are found to restore to their bulk values at the th
layer too. The largest differences compared to the bulk oc
in the mixed CuPd layer in the case of a surface alloy~Fig.
4! and in the two outermost layers for an underlayer al
~Fig. 5!. We have calculated the phonon DOS for Cu and
atoms in the mixed layers separately. The vibrational mo
related to the displacements of atoms in the mixed Cu
layers are present everywhere from low frequencies to
high-energy gap. In the case of a surface alloy the m
feature is the pronounced low-frequency Pd peak below
bulk DOS. It is shifted to lower frequencies compared to t
corresponding Cu peak which lies close to the bulk tra
verse bands. In the upper frequency range, the phonon m
connected with vibrations of Cu mixed layer atoms a
mainly situated, except for the surface state, at the ene
gap (;26.06 meV). In the case of an underlayer alloy t
most pronounced peak is connected with the top-layer
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VIBRATIONAL PROPERTIES OF Cu(100)-c(232)-Pd . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 045413 ~2003!
vibrations in the direction perpendicular to the surface.
for the mixed layer density of states it is more bulklike th
that in the previous case. Thus unlike the surface alloy
frequencies of Cu vibrations along the surface normal
shifted to the higher energies in the case of an underla
alloy. The measured high-frequency shear vertical m
which grows upon annealing of the Cu(100)-c(232)-Pd
surface appears at 15.88 meV. So this high-frequency p
can be related to the vibrations of pure Cu over the mix
CuPd layer.

FIG. 4. Local density of states~solid lines! for the
Cu(100)-c(232)-Pd surface alloy together with the bulk DO
~dotted lines!. The solid and dashed lines for layer 1 show t
phonon DOS for Cu and Pd atoms, respectively.
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IV. CONCLUSION

We present the results of a comparative study of the st
tural and vibrational properties of a Cu(100)-c(232)-Pd
surface alloy and an underlayerc(232) alloy with a mixed
CuPd second layer. Analysis of the interatomic interactio
showed a very strong Cu-Pd bonding compared to
nearest-neighbor Cu-Cu interactions. From the calculated
cal phonon densities of states we find that the layer D
start to settle at the third layer where there are only sm
differences with the bulk DOS, and the force constants

FIG. 5. Local density of states~solid lines! for the
Cu(100)-c(232)-Pd underlayer alloy together with the bulk DO
~dotted lines!. The solid and dashed lines for layer 2 show t
phonon DOS for Cu and Pd atoms, respectively.
3-5
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most restore to their bulk values. In the case of
Cu(100)-c(232)-Pd surface alloy the largest differenc
compared to the bulk occur in the mixed CuPd layer and
main feature is the pronounced low-frequency Pd peak
low the bulk DOS. In the case of an underlayerc(2
32)-CuPd alloy the most pronounced peak is connec
with the top-layer Cu vibrations in the direction perpendic
lar to the surface. The results also indicate that the energ
Cu top-layer vibrations along the surface normal is higher
an underlayer alloy compared to that for a surface al
Thus, the measured high-frequency peak can be related t
vibrations of pure Cu over the mixed CuPd layer. The grow
.
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in intensity of this mode upon annealing of th
Cu(100)-c(232)-Pd surface suggests a temperatu
induced transition from ac(232)-CuPd surface alloy to an
underlayerc(232)-CuPd alloy, consisting of a mixed sec
ond layer capped by a Cu monolayer.
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